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1) Acceptable Computer Use and Internet Policy Statement
have provided a number of computers for use by students, both in lessons and out of
hours. The computers are provided and maintained for the benefit of all. Students are
encouraged to use and enjoy these resources and we wish to ensure that they remain
available to all. Any damage, malicious alteration or inappropriate use of the computer
equipment may harm student’s education. The school expects all students to adhere to
this policy for acceptable use of the equipment to maintain a positive learning
environment.
2) Computer Policy
We expect all students to
1. Not install or attempt to install programs of any type on a machine, or store programs
on the computers without permission.
2. Not download or upload files such as music or graphic onto the network unless given
permission by staff.
3. Not damage, disable or otherwise harm the operation of computers, or intentionally
waste limited resources.
4. Not use the network for commercial purpose e.g. the buying and selling of goods or
the creation of materials for private sale.
5. Not disclose their passwords to others or use passwords intended for the use of
others.
6. Make use of the network in a way that does not harm, harass, offend or insult others.
7. Respect and not attempt to bypass security in place on the computer systems.
8. Remember that accessing, copying, removing or otherwise altering other people’s
work, or attempting to alter the settings of computers is not acceptable use of the
equipment.
9. Respect the environment of the computer room by using computers in a manner that
is acceptable to staff and management within the school.
3) Internet Policy
1. If the objectives of the lesson ask students to access the internet, then we expect
that access will only be to the sites that the teacher has indicated.
2. We expect students to remain on task and not access the internet at all is it is not
within the objectives of the lesson.
3. We expect all students not to use the Internet to obtain, download, send, print,
display or otherwise transmit or gain access to materials that are unlawful, obscene,
pornographic or abusive.
4. Our expectations are that all students will respect the work and ownership rights of
people outside the academy as well as students and staff. This includes abiding by
copyright laws.
5. All students should not use chat rooms. They can be dangerous and their use takes
up valuable recourse which could be used by others to benefit their studies and can
lead to unwelcome material being brought into the school.
6. Students should not give personal information such as their address, e-mail,
telephone number to those who they contact via any electronic communication.
7. We expect all students to be safe whilst using the internet and will ensure that all
students understand how to remain safe whilst using the internet including social
media.
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4) Sanctions
1. All computers and users can be monitored as will user areas. Any violation of any of
these policies and expectations will result in consequences following the Behaviour
Policy.
2. The school, in line with existing practice regarding inappropriate behaviour, will take
additional action if it is deemed appropriate. Where appropriate, police may be
involved or other legal action taken.
3. Students should be aware that computer hacking and virus creation is a criminal
offence.
Signed Chair of the Governing Body: ______________________Date:__________
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5). Appendix:
Acceptable Computer and Internet Use Student/Parent Agreement
The following information is discussed with parent and students at their integration
meeting. Parents and students sign to say they understand the policy and rules
around safe computer and internet use.

Internet Permission Letter Internet Access for Pupils
Dear Parent / Carer,
As part of the school’s ICT programme, we offer pupils supervised access to the
Internet. Before the school can allow pupils to use the Internet, they must obtain
parental permission. Both they and you must sign and return the enclosed form as
evidence of your approval and their acceptance of the rules on this matter.
Various projects have proven the educational benefits of Internet access, which will
enable pupils to explore thousands of libraries, databases, and bulletin boards. They
will also be able to exchange messages with other learners and teachers throughout
the world. Although Internet use is supervised in our school, families will wish to be
aware that some pupils may find ways to access material that is inaccurate,
defamatory, illegal, or potentially offensive to some people. We believe that the
benefits to pupils from access to the Internet, in the form of information resources
and opportunities for collaboration, exceed any disadvantages. However, as with any
other area, parents and guardians of minors are responsible for setting and
conveying the standards that their children should follow when using media and
information sources. The school therefore supports and respects each family’s right
to decide whether or not to apply for access.
During school, teachers will guide pupils towards appropriate material. At home,
families bear the same responsibility for guidance as they exercise with other
information sources such as television, telephones, films and radio.
Should you wish to discuss any aspect of Internet use (or to see a lesson in
operation), please telephone school to arrange an appointment.

Yours sincerely,
Mr Hassain Al Hassain
Head Teacher
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Internet Permission Form
Please complete and return this form to school
PUPIL(S)
As a school user of the Internet, I agree to comply with the rules on its use. I will use
the school network in a responsible way and observe all the restrictions explained to
me by the school.
Pupil’s Name ________________________________
Pupil’s signature ______________________________
Date: ___/___/_______
Parent / Carer,
As the parent or legal guardian of the pupil signing above, I grant permission for my
son or daughter to use electronic mail and the Internet. I understand that pupils will
be held accountable for their own actions. I also understand that some material on
the Internet may be objectionable and I accept responsibility for setting standards for
my son or daughter to follow when selecting, sharing and exploring information and
media.
Parent / Carer’s signature ______________________________
Date: ___/___/_______
Pupil’s name: ___________________________________
Form/class_________________________________________________________
Homelephone:______________________________________________________
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7). Unacceptable behaviour
In particular, the following is deemed unacceptable use or behaviour by Students –
 I will use only my own network login and password, which is secret.
 I will only look at or delete my own files.
 I understand that I must not bring software into school without permission.
 I will only print work relating to my school studies and I will ask permission if I
need to print many pages.
 I will take the required precautions to prevent the spread of computer viruses
to the school network.
 I will only e-mail people I know, or my teacher has approved.
 The messages I send will be polite and sensible.
 I understand that I must never give my home address or phone number, or
arrange to meet someone.
 I will ask for permission before opening an e-mail or an e-mail attachment
sent by someone I do not know.
 I will not use Internet chat.
 If I see anything I am unhappy with or I receive messages I do not like, I will
tell a teacher immediately.
 I will respect copyright and not claim other people's work as my own.
 I will not attempt to access unsuitable material.
 I understand that the school may check my computer files, Internet sites I
visit, and monitor my usage of ICT.
 I understand that if I deliberately break these rules, I may not be allowed to
use the Internet or computers.
 I understand that my proper use of ICT/Internet/Email will have many
advantages in helping me to be an independent learner.
The school may exercise its right to monitor the use of the school’s computer
systems, including access to websites, the interception of e-mail and the deletion of
inappropriate materials where it believes unauthorised use of the school’s computer
system is or may be taking place, or the system is or may be being used for criminal
purposes or for storing unauthorised or unlawful text, imagery or sound.
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